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Introduction

Although memories are originally for storing data, several computations can be performed by
adding some functions to memories. Such memories are called functional memories. Because
memories can be highly integrated, extremely parallel computation can be realized using the

functional memories.
We have proposed memory-based parallel computation models, which consist of a random

access machine (RAM) and a new functional memory

$[1, 2]$

. The functional memory can access

multiple words in parallel according to the partial match with their addresses. The functional
memory is used as a SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data stream) type parallel computation

engine. An FRAM (RAM with Functional memory) which has a simple functional memory is
a basic model of memory-based parallel computation. Each word of the functional memory

consists of an index field that stores its memory address and a l-bit data field. We showed
that the class of sets accepted by the FRAM within polynomial time is identical with

$\triangle_{2}^{P}$

,

that is, the class of sets accepted by a polynomial time bounded deterministic oracle Turing
machine with an NP-oracle [3].

On many of the parallel computation models, PSPACE is accelerated to polynomial time.
Vector machines

$[4, 5]$

are SIMD type computation models of the power. Compared with the

models, the communication on the FRAM is limited so that no word can know the contents
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of other words. It seems to be the factor to bound the computational power of the FRAM.
In this paper, we consider communicate functions on the functional memory and investigate

the effect to the computational power. The cube-FRAM model, which we propose in this paper,
is an extended model of the FRAM and has a hypercube network on the functional memory. It

has been studied on the computation using hypercube networks. However, on the cube-FRAM
model, each word of the functional memory can store only one data bit, and so the operations

on the functional memory are very primitive and cannot execute even basic instructions of a
RAM.
We show in this paper that the class of sets accepted by the cube-FRAM within polynomial

time is identical with PSPACE. Also an extended model of the cube-FRAM, called cubeCAFRAM (RAM with Content Addressable Functional memory) which has infinite data bits
in each word, has the same computational power. The results reveal that the even simple

processing elements like a word of the functional memory can achieve the same computational
power as RAM’s on a hypercube network. We can regard that the operations on the functional
memory are, in a sense, the essential ones for SIMD type parallel computation to realize the
computational power.

Researches on functional memories have been made since more than 30 years ago [6]. Con-

tent addressable memory (CAM) is a kind of functional memory. Highly integrated CAMLSI’s
are developed in recent years

$[7, 8]$

. High speed processing using CAM’s attracts interests of

many researchers [9, 10, 11, 12]. An efficient algorithm for unification using a CAM is proposed
in [10]. In this algorithm, memory addresses are stored in a CAM as initial data. Yasuura
et al. proposed a functional memory type parallel processor architecture [11]. In addition

to the functions of a CAM, the functional memory of [11] has a function of masked search
for addresses. We think the researches on memory-based parallel computation models give a

theoretical basis for the computation using the functional memory.
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The functional memory of the FRAM is realizable by some modification of a random access
memory or a CAM [13]. Using today’s technology, it seems possible to realize a functional
memory LSI with the capacity of several megabits. It may be hard to construct a large

hypercube network on the functional memory. However, in practice, more realizable networks
like a binary tree work as powerful as a hypercube network, and even a collection of small

networks can accelerate computations of many problems.
In Section 2, we present the basic model FRAM. In Section 3, the cube-FRAM model

which has a hypercube network on the functional memory is proposed, and its computational
power is considered in Section 4.

2

FRAM: The Basic Model of Memory-Based Parallel

Computation
The FRAM is the most basic memory-based parallel computation model, which has only

limited instructions on the functional memory. On the functional memory of the FRAM,
parallel access to multiple data is possible according to the partial match with their memory

addresses.
The FRAM model consists of a RAM, an unbounded functional memory and a search result

register, as shown in Fig.1.
As shown in Fig.2, the functional memory consists of unbounded number of words, and

each of them consists of an index field and a l-bit data field. In the index field,

$bi_{11}ary$

numbers

0,1,2,... are stored in order from the first word. The number in the index field is cal led an

address. The addresses cannot be rewritten. With a search argument and a mask data, a
parallel masked search can be performed for the index fields of

$al1$

the words. The bits of the

index field where the mask data have 1 are masked. The contents of the data fields can be
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rewritten. In Fig.2, two words which are framed with wide lines are matched with the search

argument.
The search result register is a -bit flag.
$1$

$0$

or 1 is loaded automatically into the register

according to the result of a search instruction.
The instructions of the FRAM is the same as those of an ordinary RAM except SEARCHO

and WRITEI instructions. The search result register can be an operand of the instructions.
The program is not stored in the registers and cannot be rewritten.

SEARCHO and WRITEI are the instructions that use the functional memory. The first
operand is a search argument and the second operand is a mask data. The contents of the

operands are regarded as binary numbers and

$0’ s$

are assumed in higher bits out of consider-

ation. Namely, when n-bit binary numbers are given as operands, the

addresses from

$0$

through

$2^{n}-1$

$2^{n}$

memory cells with

are processed. A SEARCHO instruction performs a parallel

masked search and inspects if there existsa word whose data field stores0among the matched
words. If it exists, 1, otherwise , is set in the search result register. This operation does not
$0$

change the contents of the data fields. A WRITEI instruction writes 1 into the data fields
of all the matched words. The contents of the data fields are not changed in the unmatched

words.

Search Result Register

Fig. 1

The scheme of the FRAM.

Fig. 2

Searching

on the functional

memory.
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The computation time on the FRAM is defined to be the number of executed instructions

as ordinary RAM’s.
The FRAM model realizes a completely SIMD type parallel computation. Each word of the

functional memory is alocal processing element and controlled by the random access machine.
We want to emphasize that the instructions of the FRAM are very simple. Both the function

of local computation and the way of communication between them, realized by WRITEI and
SEARCHO, are quite restricted.
We have shown the following theorem on the computational power of the FRAM [1].

Theoreml The class of sets accepted by the FRAM within polynomial time is identical with
$\triangle_{2}^{P}$

.

Model with Communication

3
3.1

Communication on the Functional Memory

On the FRAM, the way of communication is restricted, as compared with bus connected

processor models, so that no word can receive the communicated value. Therefore, if a word
requires to refer the contents of another word, it is necessary to read it out to the random

access machine. Thus, it is impossible to communicate between the words in parallel for the
words. It is supposed to be the factor to limit the computational power of the FRAM.
In the CAM of [7], communication between the adjacent words is realized. The results of

searching can be shifted in parallel to the next words. It is used to deal with multiple words
like a single word and manage large data over the size of a word.
If the communication of this kind is added to the FRAM (or the CAFRAM), it accelerates
the computation of many practical problems [14]. However, in the polynomial time computation, acceptable class does not increase because each word can refer the contents of

$k$

words
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by

$k$

times of communication. In this paper, we think of a more powerful communication on

the hypercube network.

3.2

Cube-FRAM Model

In this section, we propose a cube-FRAM model. The cube-FRAM has instructions to com-

municate between the words in parallel, in addition to the operations on the FRAM. In the
following, we define the communicate functions of the cube-FRAM.
The lines to connect the words construct a hypercube network. Each word is connected

with the words whose addresses are different bom its address at only one bit. For example,
the word with address

$0$

is connected with the words with addresses 1,2,4,8, etc.

The cube-FRAM has communicate instructions COMOR and COMAND. In the communicate instructions, a bit position of the address is appointed as an operand. The communication
is executed in parallel between all the pairs of words whose addresses differ only at the bit
position. For example, when the lowest bit is appointed in a communicate instruction, communications are executed between the words

$0$

and 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc. In the COMAND

instruction, logical product of the data bits is computed and stored into their data fields. In

the COMOR instruction, logical sum is computed and stored into their data fields. These

instructions are executed in a unit time.

The way of communication on the cube-FRAM preserves the SIMD type parallelism of the
FRAM.
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Computational Power of the cube-FRAM

4

Algorithm for QBF

4.1

The QBF problem is one of the representative PSPACE-complete problems [15].
QBF : Is a quantified Boolean formula true?

A quantified Boolean formula is
$Q_{1}x_{1}Q_{2}x_{2}\cdots Q_{n}x_{n}F(x_{1}, x_{2}, \cdots, x_{n})$

where

$F(x_{1}, x_{2}, \cdots, x_{n})$

$m\leq n)$

,

is a Boolean formula with variables

$x_{1},$

$x_{2},$

$\cdots,$ $x_{n}$

and

$Q_{m}\in\{\exists, \forall\}(1\leq$

.

$\square$

In this section, we show a polynomial time algorithm for QBF on the cube-FRAM.
In the following algorithm, we assume that the Boolean formula is in CNF. QBF is still a

PSPACE-complete problem under the constraint. Here, we consider k-variable QBF.
[Algorithm QBF]
Stepl : Perform following (1) and (2) for each sum-term.

(1) Make a search argument and a mask data according to each sum-term. In the mask

data, let the bits corresponding to the variables included in the sum-term be

$0$

and

the others be 1. In the search argument, let the bits corresponding to the variables

appearing as negative literals in the sum-term be 1 and the others be

$0$

.

(2) Execute a WRITEI instruction with the search argument and the mask data made
in (1).
Step2 : Repeat the following operation for

$m=k$

to 1.

Execute a communicate instruction appointing the bit which corresponds to
instruction is COMOR if the quantifier of

$x_{m}$

is , and COMAND if it is .
$\forall$

$\exists$

$x_{m}$

. The
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Step3 : (1) Make a mask data such that the lowest

$k$

bits are 1 and the others are .
$0$

(2) Execute a SEARCHO instruction with the search argument made in (1) and

$0$

as a

mask data.
(3) If the content of the search result register is 1, the answer is ‘yes’.

$\square$

In Step 1, for each given sum-term, we check the assignments for variables which do not

satisfy the sum-term by writing 1 in the corresponding words. For example, for a sum-term
$x_{5}+x_{2}^{-}+x_{1}$

in a five variable CNF Boolean formula, we make the mask data 0...01100 and the

search argument 0...00010. After Step 1, the data bit is

$0$

when the assignment satisfies the

Boolean formula, and otherwise 1. After performing Step2 until
bit is determined only by the address bits corresponding to

is

when

$0$

$Q;x_{i}\cdots Q_{n}x_{n}F(x_{1}, x_{2}, \cdots, x_{n})$

$x_{1},$

$m=i$ ,
$x_{j-2}$

$\cdots,$

is true. After Step2, all of the

same value. If the quantified Boolean formula is true, the value is

$0$

the content of a data
and
$2^{k}$

$x_{i-1}$

. The value

data bits store the

.

Stepl requires linear time. Step2 and Step3 takes time proportional to . Then [Algorithm
$k$

QBF] is a linear time algorithm.

4.2

Computational Power of the cube-FRAM

We will show the following theorem on the computational power of the cube-FRAM.

Theorem2 The class of sets accepted by the polynomial time bounded cube-FRAM is identical with PSPACE.
Proof A PSPACE-complete problem QBF can be solved within polynomial time on the cube-

FRAM. Thus we can think that the cube-FRAM can work as a random access machine with

a PSPACE-oracle. It is clear that the class of sets accepted by the polynomial time bounded
cube-FRAM includes PSPACE. The converse is shown as follows.
We simulate a polynomial time bounded cube-FRAM by a random access machine. The
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operations of the cube-FRAM which do not use the functional memory are easily simulated

within polynomial space. The results of the operations on the functional memory can be
referred only through the search result register. Thus, we have to compute the contents of
the data fields only when a SEARCHO instruction is executed. Compute the data bit and

examine if it is

$0$

for each word in turn. The value of a data bit in word A is computed

by the following recursive algorithm. Let the word with which A communicated at the last

communicate instruction be word B.
Stepl: Compute the value of the data bit in word A before the last communicate instruction.

Step2: Compute the value of the data bit in word

$B$

before the last communicate instruction.

Step3: Compute the present value of the data bit in word A using the result of Stepl and
Step2.

The necessary space for this algorithm is proportional to the product of the number of used
address bits and the number of executed communicate instructions. Therefore, a polynomial
time bounded cube-FRAM is simulated within polynomial space.

$\square$

This speed up is obtained because each word can refer the contents of

$2^{k}$

words by

$k$

times

of communicate instructions. If a network satisfies the condition, it may be used instead of the

hypercube network [16]. For example, we can easily see that a binary tree network can take the

place of a hypercube network, because the algorithm for QBF requires communications only

on the binary tree structure. The number of connections is
and that on the hypercube network is 0(nlogn), where

$n$

$O(n)$

on the binary tree network,

is the number of nodes. Therefore,

the binary tree network is more effective and easy to realize. However, it may disturb the
SIMD type parallelism of the memory-based parallel computation models.
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4.3

Cube-CAFRAM : An Extended Model

The cube-FRAM has minimum communicate functions to accelerate PSPACE to polynomial

time. Here, we consider a cube-CAFRAM model which has functions like

CAM)

$s$

and a

communicate function.

The cube-CAFRAM is based on the CAFRAM model [2]. Each word of its functional
memory has infinite data bits and parallel masked search is performed both in the index field

and the data field. In a SEARCH instruction, it is found if there is a matched word or not. In

a WRITEBIT instruction, it rewrites the data bits according to the result of searching.
COM instruction is added to the instruction set of the CAFRAM, which is a communicate

instruction on the hypercube network. The lowest bit of the data field is exchanged between
the pairwised words by the instruction.

The class of sets accepted by the polynomial time bounded cube-CAFRAM is identical

with PSPACE. The proof is almost the same as the case of the cube-FRAM. This model is
realistic and convenient to make

$al$

gorithms on it. We can observe that satisfiability of any

Boolean formula with k-variables is computed on the CAFRAM in linear time using

$2^{k}$

words.

Therefore, QBF with any Boolean formula is solved in linear time on the cube-CAFRAM.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the memory-based parallel computation model with communication called a cube-FRAM, and considered their computational power. In addition to
the parallel masked search for their memory addresses, the cube-FRAM model can commu-

nicate between the words of the functional memory on the hypercube network. We showed
that PSPACE is accelerated to polynomial time on the model. The operations on the functional memory of the cube-FRAM are very simple and, in a sense, essential ones to reahze the
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computational power on a SIMD type parallel computation model.
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